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Abstract
This research aims to identify users who are posting as well as encouraging others to post low-quality and duplicate contents on community question answering sites. The good guys called Caretakers and the bad guys called Reputation Collectors are characterised by their behaviour, answering pattern and reputation points. The proposed system is developed and analysed over publicly available Stack Exchange data dump. A graph based methodology is employed to derive the characteristic of Reputation Collectors and Caretakers. Results reveal that Reputation Collectors are primary sources of low-quality answers as well as answers to duplicate questions posted on the site. The Caretakers answer limited questions of challenging nature and fetches maximum reputation against those questions whereas Reputation Collectors answers have so many low-quality and duplicate questions to gain the reputation point. We have developed algorithms to identify the Caretakers and Reputation Collectors of the site. Our analysis finds that 1.05% of Reputation Collectors post 18.88% of low-quality answers. This study extends previous research by identifying the Reputation Collectors and
how they collect their reputation points.
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1. **Introduction**

Community Questions Answering (CQA) sites such as Yahoo! Answers (YA)\(^1\), Stack Overflow (SO)\(^2\), Stack Exchange\(^3\), Quora\(^4\) etc. are Web 2.0 based services, which allow people to seek information by asking questions and share knowledge by providing answers to questions asked by rest of the community members (Luo et al., 2016; Roy, Ahmad, Singh, Aryalat, Rana, and Dwivedi, 2018). Some CQA sites allow users to ask questions without any topic restriction such as YA, Quora, while other CQA systems are devoted to a specific area such as SO. SO was primarily developed for software developer to make it a useful resource of conceptual or code review questions for them. The content of this site sometimes supplements the official software documentation as well (Serna, Bachiller and Serna, 2017; Treude, Barzilay, & Storey, 2011). Therefore, the quality of content on this site is the most important thing (Aladwani et al., 2017; Hashim and Tan, 2015; Jin, Zhou, Lee and Cheung, 2013). Any compromise with quality of the content on this site will make it useless and people will be afraid using it. As digital and social media platforms and applications continue to disseminate, both positive and negative aspects associated with them are becoming increasingly apparent (AlAlwan et al. 2017; Aswani et al. 2018; Dwivedi et al. 2015, 2016, 2017a, 2017b, 2018; Ismagilova et al. 2017; Kamboj et al. 2018; Kapoor et al. 2017; Kapoor and Dwivedi 2015; Plume et al. 2016; Rathore et al. 2016; Shareef et al. 2017, 2018; Tamilmani et al., 2018). For example, every social media platform such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube is now facing the problem of some naughty users who are trying to dilute these forums. A number of researchers have started finding the notorious activities on these forums (Garcia and Sikstrom, 2017; Fox and Moreland, 2015; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010; Krasnova, Widjaja, Buxmann, Wenninger, and Benbasat, 2015; Stieglitz, Mirbabaie, Ross, and Neuberger, 2018). CQA site such as Stack Exchange is not an exception to this list and some people have started posting abusing content, duplicate questions and below-quality answers to this forum. This forum is highly dependent on its quality content, hence posting of any below-quality questions, or duplicate questions and their low-quality answers may be seen an act of negative activity on this site. These activities will kill the very purpose of the forum for which it was being developed and used. Traditionally the quality of the posts (questions as well answers) is evaluated and maintained by the community users only. Users can vote up or vote down a post (questions or answers) to express their views on posts. A sample post of CQA site having different attributes can be seen from Figure 1.

\(^1\) https://in.answers.yahoo.com
\(^2\) https://stackoverflow.com/
\(^3\) https://stackexchange.com/
\(^4\) https://www.quora.com
To encourage user participation in the site, reputation points and badges system are in use. For example, the questioner gets +2 reputation points by accepting an answer while the answerer gets +15 reputation points. Other activity that a user can do is, he/she can comment on any answers if they are not satisfied with the posted answer. User can vote positive or negative with their satisfactory level. Every activity that a user performs with a posted answer, the reputation point is updated in respective questioner/answerer reputation point. The summary of activities along with their reputation point change is shown in Table 1.

If a questioner has not received any answer for his/her question, and he/she needs the answer immediately then he/she may assign a bounty on that particular question to attract other user to answer the question. If the answer of a bounty questions is accepted, the bounty is added to the answerer’s reputation and the same reputation point is subtracted from the questioner’s reputation. There is no limit on the bounty, any number of reputation point can be added to the question as bounty. However, a user can earn a maximum of 200 reputation (except bounty) points per day, according to Stack Overflow community policy rules.

The users collect certain reputation point if their answer or question is voted up, or answer is accepted by questioner, and so on, the detail scheme of gaining the reputation by users is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Stack exchange reputation scheme for community users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer is voted up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: A sample of Stack Exchange post with different attributes.
The user’s privilege keeps on increasing as they earn more reputation points. There are five classes of privilege\(^5\) such as (i) documentation privilege, (ii) creation privilege, (iii) communication privilege, (iv) moderation privilege, and (v) milestone privilege. Among these privileges, the milestone is the highest whereas documentation privilege is the lowest one: i) with documentation privilege, a user has authority to approve or reject the changes made on the posts, can comment on the proposed changes and so on. ii) the main authority creation privilege is to create a new tag for the site, iii) with communication privilege, a user can create gallery chat rooms where only specific users may chat, iv) the main authority of moderation privilege is marked questions as protected. A protected question prevents answers being added by anonymous and new users, v) finally, a milestone privilege makes a user as a trusted user of the site. Hence, they can delete the questions having negative votes, also delete the low-quality answers if there is no hope to improve it further and so on. A user with this privilege may get a special access to the data collected from the community users. A group of users has started abusing the very purpose of reputation by doing activities which are not supposed to be done by genuine members. They do so to gain more privilege and make them visible to other community members. These users are termed as Reputation Collectors (Srba and Bielikova, 2016a). Reputation Collectors attempt to answer so many questions to earn reputation points without giving much attention to quality of questions. They answer most of the duplicate questions, which appear on Stack Exchange as found in our analysis.

The duplicate questions are against the principle of Stack Exchange community rules and places too much of burden on the system and dilute the ideology of the community. The duplicate questions are undesirable as a similar question already exists. Also, it increase the workload of the site moderators and waste the computing and storage space of the site (Ahasanuzzaman, Asaduzzaman, Roy, and Schneider, 2016; Zhang, Lo, Xia, and Sun, 2015). A number of researchers have started to take the problem of duplicate questions (Ahasanuzzaman, Asaduzzaman, Roy and Schneider, 2016; Zhang, Lo, Xia, and Sun, 2015). One way to discourage users posting duplicate questions is by not providing any answers to those questions or simply adding those questions to their master questions. But mere pointing to master question will not fetch any reputation point. Hence, some users answer these question as they are easy to answer (some answers to master question is already there). The duplicate and low-quality questions are very hard to stop as they are mostly asked by new user or users who only ask questions but never contribute by giving answers. They have been termed as “One day flies” (Slag, Waard, and Bacchelli, 2015), “Help Vampires” and “Noobs” (Srba et al., 2016a). One day flies, noobs or help vampires ask questions, get their answers and vanish. They are difficult to stop, but it is the Reputation Collectors who encourage them to behave this way by answering such repetitive and low-quality questions. If Reputation Collectors stop answering their questions, their presence can be automatically controlled. In our opinion, this phenomenon represents the dark side of the CQA site as they are degrading the content quality of the site, thereby making it less useful and flooded with duplicate and low-quality questions. To the best of our knowledge, till now no technique has been proposed to identify these Reputation Collectors who are indirectly responsible for motivating the noobs and help vampires by posting the low-quality answers. In this paper, we focus on the identification of Reputation Collectors who trick the system to gain reputation.

\(^5\) https://stackoverflow.com/help/privileges
We also characterise the *Reputation Collectors* and *Caretakers* based on their answering activity, type of question answered and reputation point against those answers. These characteristics clearly distinguished *Reputation Collectors*.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work. The statistics and other details of Stack Exchange are explained in Section 3. Section 4 elaborates our proposed model to characterise *Reputation Collectors* and *Caretakers* work. In Section 5, we present the results of our evaluation. The discussion on the result is written in Section 6. In Section 7, we conclude the research by highlighting the key limitations and future works.

2. Literature Review

The pillar of success of Community Question Answering (CQA) sites is knowledge sharing behaviour by individuals. The motivation and reason for knowledge sharing on various forums have been investigated by several researchers (e.g., Davis and Agrawal, 2018; Lu and Hsiao, 2007). A comprehensive research has been undertaken by (Srba and Bielikova, 2016b), where they covered various research issues of CQA site, including the selection of best answer (Lee, Rodrigues, Kazai, Milic-Frayling, and Ignjatovic, 2009; Li, He, Jeng, Goodwin, and Zhang, 2015; Liu, Liu, and Yang, 2010; Xie, Nie, Jin, Li, and Li., 2015; Yao, Tong, Xie, Akoglu, Xu, and Lu, 2015), expert finding and the topic modelling. They covered 265 different articles to categorise the work done in CQA. Most of the research works deal with expert findings (the bright side of CQA sites), a very limited work has been done on negative aspects of the CQA sites such as duplicity of the post, low-quality question and answers. Ponzanelli, Baccelli, Lanza, and Fullerton (2014) proposed a system to identify low-quality questions on Stack Overflow. They made a classification system using textual and social features. They reduced the misclassification rate and minimised the review queue for deletion of low-quality questions. Their model achieved the precision of 0.68 with effective review queue reduction of 9%. Saha, Saha, and Perry (2013) reported that the volume of unanswered question has increased rapidly in the last few years, which creates a negative impact on the reputation of CQA sites. They found that the lengthy questions (whose word length is more than average word length) were mostly unanswered. Asaduzzaman, Mashiyat, Roy, and Schneider (2013) reported that the question posted between 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. received the answers more quickly than posting at other time. Chua and Banerjee (2015) found some questions not getting a single answer for a reasonable long time. They suggested that the answer-ability of questions depends on both metadata and the content. To validate the proposed framework they used a case study of Stack Overflow, where 3000 questions were selected and divided equally between those answered and unanswered. Their findings confirmed that the questions asked by new users received quick answers, and the question with clear title, short description, and with few tags attract more answerers compared to the complex questions. Slag et al. (2015) identified a group of users from Stack Overflow dataset called ‘One-day flies’, who join the community, ask a question and then never come back again. To find the reason behind this, authors analysed the post of such users and found that, their posts were duplicates of the other post or they did not tag the question accurately, hence, their question receives very less number of user views. Also, due to the duplicate post, their questions are closed either by themselves or by the site moderators. On the other hands, the posts of one-day flies are easy to answer, hence, *Reputation Collectors* are targeting such posts and answer them to increase their reputation. The issue of duplicate questions was captured by (Zhang et al., 2015) as well. They proposed a system called *DupPredictor* to find the similarity between the two questions based on certain factors such as title of question, descriptions and the tag present in the question. Based on the similarity score, they detected if the posted question is a duplicate or not. Ahasanuzzaman et al. (2016) mined the duplicate questions on the Stack Overflow (SO) and confirmed that the quality of content is failing (Srba and Bielikova, 2016a). The SO site is currently handled by some moderators, who manually filter the
duplicate and low-quality questions. Due to manual evolution, many duplicate questions are unidentified and good questions are marked as duplicate (Zhang et al., 2015).

Srba and Bielikova (2016a) analysed the content of CQA site SO for the period of January 2011 to September 2014 and found that the content quality was degrading with the time. They tried to find the reason behind the low-quality content of sites. They categorised the community users in four different types called: 1) Help Vampires-users who ask questions without prior research, 2) Reputation Collectors-users answer as many questions as possible (commonly, regardless of their insufficient knowledge of a questions topic) primarily to gain a reputation 3) Noobs-these are low-expertise users who create mainly trivial, poor-quality questions, and 4) Caretakers-these are experts who want to keep the system clean with valuable content. The major portion of low-quality contents are posted either by help vampire or by noobs. Also, authors confirmed that the Reputation Collectors are motivating these two types of users to post the low-quality content. However, they were silent about identifying such Reputation Collectors automatically. Liu, Liu, Zhou, Zhang, and Ma (2017) proposed a system that detected the collusive spanning activity on CQA sites. They collected data from two different sites namely Zhubajie.com and RapidWorkers.com. Users are created a number of accounts on these sites and posts the questions and answers to promote a particular product. They cluster the questions and answers separately, and by using the combined factor graph model (CFGM) classify them. Their model achieved precision, recall and F1-score as 0.85, 0.91, 0.88 for questions and 0.92, 0.84, 0.90 for answers respectively. A summary of some potential researches that focused to find the duplicate, low-quality, and unanswered questions from the various CQA sites are presented in Table 2.

To the best of our knowledge none of the existing work is focused on finding Reputation Collectors and their behaviour. None of them provide any methodology to identify the users who are responsible for the stated problem. Also, no thorough analysis has been done regarding the damage these Reputation Collectors are doing to a CQA site. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method to detect these Reputation Collectors, so that appropriate steps can be taken to maintain the quality of CQA sites. Also, we conducted a thorough analysis of behaviour of Reputation Collectors and the adverse effect they have on a CQA site.

Table 2: Summary of relevant work on duplicate, unanswered questions and Reputation Collectors of CQA sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Problem statement</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slag, R., de Waard, M., &amp; Bacchelli, A. (2015).</td>
<td>Why the vast majority of stack overflow users only posts once.</td>
<td>Analytical</td>
<td>The question posted by the users called one day flies are unable to attract answers from the peer users. Hence, such users have very low participations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Y., Lo, D., Xia,</td>
<td>Duplicate question detection in Stack</td>
<td>DupPredictor</td>
<td>Recall rate @20: 63.8%.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X., &amp; Sun, J. L. (2015)</td>
<td>Overflow</td>
<td>BM25, Dupe, DupePredictor and SO search</td>
<td>Recall-rate@20: 66.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srba and Bielikova, (2016)</td>
<td>Why is stack overflow failing?</td>
<td>Analytical</td>
<td>Users like noobs, help vampire, reputation collectors are the main source of low-quality content on SO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu, Y., Liu, Y., Zhou, K., Zhang, M., &amp; Ma, S. (2017)</td>
<td>Detecting collusive spamming activities in community question answering.</td>
<td>CFGM</td>
<td>Precision: 0.85, Recall: 0.91, F1-score: 0.88 and AUC: 0.95.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Research Methodology

The major goal of this research is to find out Reputation Collectors and Caretakers. The methodology to find and verify the Reputation Collectors is depicted through a block diagram in Figure 2. The complete methodology is grouped into two parts (i) extracting Reputation Collectors and (ii) verifying Reputation Collectors. The steps are explained in detail in subsequent paragraphs. Similar steps are followed to find the Caretakers where low-quality answer module of Figure 2 is replaced with high-quality answers module.

**Data Preparation:** The dataset for current research is downloaded from the Stack Exchange archive (Stack Exchange, 2016). It contains 150+ zip files of different topics available on site each containing data of different sub-domain of Stack Exchange consortium of sites. Each zip file contains eight different ‘xml’ files each containing a different set of information. We extracted data from two xml files (i) User.xml and (ii) Post.xml. From User.xml, we select two fields userId and Reputation and from Post.xml, postId, owner, and AcceptedAnswerId are selected and stored into a csv file.
Low-quality and high-quality answers: Combined dataset is labelled as low-quality answers and high-quality answers based on user votes. Low-quality answers are those answers, which receive either zero or negative user vote. Whereas high-quality answers characterised by having at least three positive votes from the community users. The reason behind this is an early posted answer may receive some number of votes till another good quality answer appears. Once the other answers become available, the answer having good quality content start attracting more number of votes than that of early posted answer. Hence, we can say an initial answer has a greater chance to obtain one or two votes, however, more than that number of votes are indicates that the answer is really of good quality with respect to the question. Based on rationale, we choose three votes as minimum for considering an answer is a high-quality answer. The distribution of votes on Ask Ubuntu dataset is shown in Figure 3. One can find that 0, 1 and 2 votes are very common but 3 or higher votes are not so.

The reason behind this is an early posted answer may receive more number of votes till another good quality answer will appear. Once the other answers available then, the answer having good quality content may attract more number of votes than that of early posted answer. Hence we can say an initial answer has a greater chance to obtain one or two votes, however, more number of votes only received if they have good quality content with respect to the question as well as other competitive answers. Based on these, we choose three votes minimum for considering an answer is a high-quality answer.

The answers, which receive either ‘1’ or ‘2’ user votes are of moderate quality answers, which do not play any role in finding the Reputation Collectors or the expert user, so we have ignored these answers for our proposed methodology.

### 3.1 Finding Reputation Collectors
The complete procedure of finding *Reputation Collectors* is provided in Algorithm 1. The input to the algorithm is the csv file containing Questions, Answers, and User information. The output of the algorithm is the tentative *Reputation Collectors*. First, we find out all the answers, which had obtained votes of less than or equal to zero and yet the answer had been accepted. After finding the list of such answers, we found the list of all the users who had given those answers. These are the users who are suspected to be *Reputation Collectors*. Once, we obtain the list of these suspected users, we find the list of all the questions these users have answered and also the list of users who had asked those questions. After obtaining this list of questioners, we find the average reputation of the users who had answered more than 50% of answers from questioners who had obtained less than average reputation points of the users of the site termed as *Reputation Collectors*. Here, it is our assumption that, if a user answers more than 50% of questions posted by the users like noobs, help vampire, and one day flies. Then we can say, such users are not choosing the good quality question to answer, moreover, by answering the simple, duplicate, or low-quality questions mostly they continuously increasing their reputation point.

**Algorithm 1. Finding Reputation Collectors**

**Input:** Questions, Answers and Users file

**Step 1:** ans:= All answers in Programmers dataset

**Step 2:** \( k=0 \)

**Step 3:** suspUsers=\( [], \) suspAns=\( [] \)

**Step 4:** for \( i=1 \) to length(\( \text{ans} \)):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } \text{ans}['\text{Score}'] &\leq 0 \text{ and } \text{ans}['\text{Accepted}']=1: \\
\text{suspAns}[k] &= \text{ans}[i] \\
\text{suspUsers}[k] &= \text{ans}[i] ['\text{Owner}'] \\
k &= k+1
\end{align*}
\]

**Step 5:** qns=All questions in Programmers dataset

**Step 6:** low_ans_ques=\( [] \)

**Step 7:** for \( j=1 \) to length(\( \text{suspAns} \)):

\[
\text{low_ans_ques}[j] = \text{suspAns}['\text{Owner}'] ['\text{ParentId}'] / \text{/* ParentId denotes the Question id to question of the selected answer*/}
\]

**Step 8:** Reputation_Collectors=\( [], \) q=0

**Step 9:** users:= All users and their details in Programmers dataset

**Step 10:** for each \( \text{low_ans_ques}['\text{Owner}'] \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rep} &= 0 \\
\text{for } n=1 \text{ to length(\( \text{low_ans_ques}['\text{Owner}'] \))}
\text{for } p=1 \text{ to length(\( \text{users} \))}:
\text{if } \text{users}['\text{Id}'] &= \text{low_ans_ques}['\text{parentId}']:\n\text{r} &= \text{users}['\text{Id}'] ['\text{Reputation}'] \\
\text{rep} &= \text{rep} + r \\
\text{avg_rep} &= \text{rep}/\text{length(\( \text{low_ans_ques}['\text{Owner}'] \))} \\
q &= q+1
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{if } \text{avg_rep} < \text{Avg_Rep of all users reputation:} \\
\text{Reputation_Collectors}[q] &= \text{low_ans_ques}['\text{Owner}']
\]

**Output:** List of Reputation Collectors in the array Reputation_Collectors[]

3.2 Finding Expert Users or Caretakers
Following a similar way, we also find the Caretakers of the site using Algorithm 2. First, we find out all the answers, which had obtained votes of greater or equal to three and the answer had been accepted. After finding the list of such answers, we found the list of all the users who had given those answers. These are the users among who we expect to find Caretakers. Once we obtain the list of these users, we find the list of all the questions these users have answered and also the list of users who had asked those questions. After obtaining this list of questioners, we find from the set of users who had answered more than 50% of answers from questioners who had obtained more than average reputation points. As in the case of Reputation collectors (Algorithm 1), for caretaker also, we have assumed the threshold as 50%. That means, if a user answers more than 50% of questions posted by the users whose reputation point is greater than the average reputation point, we classify them as Caretakers.

Algorithm 2. Finding Expert Users or Caretakers

Input: Questions, Answers and Users file

Step 1: \( ans := \) All answers in Programmers dataset
Step 2: \( k=0 \)
Step 3: \( \text{suspUsers}=[], \text{suspAns}=[] \)
Step 4: for \( i=1 \) to length(\( ans \)):
  if \( \text{ans['Score']} \geq 3 \) and \( \text{ans['Accepted']} = 1 \):
    \( \text{suspAns}[k] = \text{ans}[i] \)
    \( \text{suspUsers}[k] = \text{ans}[i]['Owner'] \)
    \( k=k+1 \)
Step 5: \( qns=\)All questions in Programmers dataset
Step 6: \( \text{high_ans_ques}=[] \)
Step 7: for \( j=1 \) to length(\( \text{suspAns} \)):
  \( \text{high_ans_ques}[j]=\text{suspAns['Owner']}['ParentId'] \)
  /* ParentId denotes the Question id to question of the selected answer*/
Step 8: \( \text{Expert_Users}=[], q=0 \)
Step 9: \( \text{users} := \) All users and their details in Programmers dataset
Step 10: for each \( \text{high_ans_ques['Owner']} \):
  \( \text{rep}=0 \)
  for \( n=1 \) to length(\( \text{high_ans_ques['Owner']} \))
    for \( p=1 \) to length(\( \text{users} \)):
      if \( \text{users['Id']} == \text{high_ans_ques['parentId']} \)
        \( r=\text{users['Id']}['Reputation'] \)
        \( \text{rep}=\text{rep}+r \)
        \( \text{avg_rep}=\text{rep}/\text{length(\( \text{high_ans_ques['Owner']} \))} \)
    \( q=q+1 \)
  if \( \text{avg_rep}>\text{Avg_Rep_of all users reputations} \)
    \( \text{Expert_Users}[q]=\text{high_ans_ques['Owner']} \)

Output: List of Expert Users in the array \( \text{Expert_Users}[] \)

3.3 Verifying the Reputation Collectors using Duplicate Answers

In the first part of our proposed methodology, we find the list of Reputation Collectors. Reputation Collectors are users who are only concerned with gaining reputation and often give low-quality or
repetitive answers. Therefore, according to our intuition *Reputation Collectors* should also target duplicate questions. Thus, duplicate questions give us a method to verify the *Reputation Collectors*. If the predicted *Reputation Collectors* also give answers to duplicate questions, then we can say with conviction that the predicted users are indeed *Reputation Collectors*.

**Closed Post:** Closed posts are duplicate questions, which are marked as close and they cannot be edited. We collected all the closed posts (Questions) of *Programmer* dataset. A question is closed due to several reasons, such as Duplicate post, off-topic, unclear of what is asked, too broad and primarily opinion based, as explained in the documentation of the stack exchange site (Stack Exchange, 2016; Stack Overflow, 2016). The duplicate posts have a major role in the low-quality content of the site.

**Answerers of Duplicate Questions (ADQ):** Once the list of closed questions is extracted from the dataset, we find all the answerers who have answered such questions.

1. **The intersection between RC and ADQ:** To verify that the predicted *Reputation Collectors* are indeed targeting duplicate questions, we perform the intersection operation between the list of answerer of the duplicate question (ADQ) and the list of predicted *Reputation Collectors* (RC). If the predicted users also give an answer to duplicate questions, then we can say such users are definitely *Reputation Collectors*. To visually analyse the true nature of the interaction of *Reputation Collectors* with the duplicate questions, we generate the duplicity graph. *Duplicity graph* is the pictorial representation of the interaction between a question and its answerer(s). It is a directed graph arising from a question node and ending at the node representing the answerer of that question. An example of the duplicity graph can be seen in Figure 4. The head of the directed edge represents the answerer of the question, whereas tail represents the question. A part of Figure 4 can be seen from Figure 5. Such a representation of questions and answerers enables us to analyse the user behaviour that is difficult to do by a normal data analysis. The graph is drawn using Gephi tool (Bastian, Heymann, and Jacomy, 2009).
4. Data Analysis and Results

We used the Stack Exchange data dump released in March 2016. The dataset contained questions, answers and users’ information during the period of August 2008 to December 2015 on 150 different topics such as ‘Android, Programmers, Mathematics’ to name a few. The testing was done on nine different topics such as ‘Ask Ubuntu, Apple, Code Review, DBA, Electronics, Gaming, Mathematics, Physics, and Programmer’. We started our analysis with Programmers topic dataset because it is one of the biggest datasets. The statistics of the dataset are shown in Table 3. Programmers dataset has 176,587 users, which have posted 22,653 questions and 142,191 answers. The average reputation points of all users for this dataset were found to be 183. Our analysis of this dataset shows that 23,791 answers can put into a low-quality because they fetched zero or less than zero votes despite being posted for a long time. These low-quality answers are 16.7% of total answers. Further, we found that 9,686 users are responsible for posting all these low-quality answers. Out of these 9,686 users, 336 users posted low-quality answers, which were accepted by the questioner at least once. This behaviour was strange and such answerers are suspected to be Reputation Collectors. We further analysed that these 336 users had posted 6,677 low-quality answers, which were 28% of the total low-quality answers on the dataset. However, we could not classify all these 336 users as Reputation Collectors, as some of them might be inexperienced users who were posting low-quality content unintentionally. Among these users, we need to find such users who deliberately sabotage the quality of the CQA site, in order to gain reputation and have more privileges on the site. Such users might target questions asked by noobs type of users. The noobs are the users who have a low level of expertise and post trivial and low-quality questions on the site (Srba and Bielikova, 2016a). Thus, the Reputation Collectors are identified from the list of answerers, by selecting such users from the list who have answered more than 50% of questions asked by low reputation users (i.e., with reputation less than the average reputation), and at least five such answers have been accepted. Our analysis yielded 161 such users who satisfy all the criteria (see Table 5).

Another haunting problem, which is increasing on Stack Exchange is that of duplicate questions. During analysis, we came across some answers given by users whose questions had been closed because such questions were a duplicate of some other questions. We extracted the duplicate questions from our dataset and found that there are 2,123 such questions, which have received a total of 8,420 answers. All such answers were given by 3,993 different users. The complete
statistics of duplicate questions are presented in Table 4.

We checked how many *Reputation Collectors* identified by us had given answers to duplicate questions, and found that out of the 161 *Reputation Collectors*, 148 had given answers to duplicate questions. The predicted *Reputation Collectors* are only 3.7% of such users (users who have posted answers to duplicate questions), but they post 17.8% of all answers to duplicate questions. This supports our assumption that *Reputation Collectors* are not concerned with the quality of answers or questions, but only care about increasing their reputation. To clearly represent the situation, we analyse a part of Duplicity Graph presented in Figure 5.

From the Duplicity Graph shown in Figure 5, we can see that a number of *Reputation Collectors* are targeting one duplicate question. It is interesting to note that so many suspicious users are targeting only one question, and the question has been closed due to Duplicity. This sub graph of Figure 4 accurately captures the aim of Reputation Collectors. Another behaviour of the *Reputation Collectors* can be seen in Figure 6, where a *Reputation Collector* is targeting a lot of closed questions. This shows that the *Reputation Collectors* is deliberately targeting such questions, to earn easy reputations as shown in Figure 6. The behaviour of *Reputation Collectors* as seen from Figure 5 and Figure 6 prove that such users are a menace to CQA sites, and are only bothered with collecting reputation in order to gain more and more privileges on the site. From Table 5, it can be seen that the total number of *Reputation Collectors* identified by our system is a very small number covering only 0.09% of total users in Programmers dataset. Although they are small in number, but they are responsible for 14.8% of total low-quality answers posted on Programmers dataset.

![Figure 5: Reputation Collectors targeting one duplicate question](image)
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*Reputation Collectors* behaviour is in contrast to the *Caretakers* on Programmers dataset. Our algorithm identified 122 users as *Caretakers*, which is 0.07% of total users. They posted only 5,913 answers and they fetched 240 reputation points against each answer. *Caretakers* mostly answer those questions which are asked by the reputed users, as it reveals that *Caretakers* really answers good quality and challenging questions. The complete statistics of *Caretakers* is shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Analysis of behaviour of expert users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of expert users analysed</th>
<th>122 (0.07% of total users)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of answers given by expert users</td>
<td>5913 (4.15% of all answers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average reputation of questioners targeted by expert users</td>
<td>221.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Reputation of expert users</td>
<td>379.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Reputation collected per accepted answer</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compared the behaviour of Caretakers with Reputation Collectors. Based on the findings of Table 6, some of the contrasting behaviour of Reputation Collectors and Caretakers are as follows:

1. The average reputation of all the questioners targeted by the Reputation Collectors is 58.48, which is way below the average of all users of programmer’s dataset (i.e., 183). The average reputation of all the questioners targeted by the Caretakers is 221.98.
2. The average reputation gained by the Reputation Collectors per accepted answer is 226, while the average reputation gained per accepted answer by Caretakers is 240.
3. Another interesting result is that the average reputation of Reputation Collectors is 494, while the average reputation of Caretakers is 379.89.

The above result confirmed that on ‘Programmers’ topic, few users called Reputation Collectors are posting a large number of low-quality answers. We further checked the existence of Reputation Collectors over the different topics of Stack Exchange. To do this, we select the different topics from the stack exchange, which belong from Science, Electronics, Gaming and others, and found that not only the programmers, but also on an average 1.08% of Reputation Collectors are present almost every topic of stack exchange, which posted 18.08% of low-quality answers on an average. The detailed results of the selected topics and the nature of the Reputation Collectors are presented in Table 7.
### Table 7: Analysis of Reputation Collectors across different topics of Stack Exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Total Number of Users</th>
<th>Number of Reputation Collectors</th>
<th>Percentage of low-quality answers given by Reputation Collectors</th>
<th>Average Reputation of Reputation Collectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>76,666</td>
<td>920 (1.2% of all users)</td>
<td>26.00%</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubuntu</td>
<td>432,187</td>
<td>6,915 (1.6% of all users)</td>
<td>18.48%</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>319,833</td>
<td>5757 (1.8% of all users)</td>
<td>16.24%</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Review</td>
<td>111,765</td>
<td>174 (0.15% of all users)</td>
<td>12.33%</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>153,488</td>
<td>1980 (1.29% of all users)</td>
<td>15.08%</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBA</td>
<td>95,937</td>
<td>1228 (1.28% of all users)</td>
<td>26.00%</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmer</td>
<td>176,587</td>
<td>161 (0.091% of all users)</td>
<td>14.08%</td>
<td>494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>98,941</td>
<td>841 (0.85% of all users)</td>
<td>14.00%</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>93,114</td>
<td>1136 (1.22% of all users)</td>
<td>27.00%</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Discussion

Our major findings of this research are that on average 18.88% of low-quality answers are posted by a handful 1.05% users who are termed as **Reputation Collectors** over the different topics of the Stack Exchange as shown in Table 7. Through the detailed analysis on the nine different topics, we identified 1.05% **Reputation collectors** are posting 18.88% of low-quality content on the site. The reputation of these users varies from 149 to 3,603 and on average it was 474. This indicates that some of these **Reputation Collectors** have got all the privileges of the site and they can moderate or delete any question and answers. This can be very dangerous for the forum as some of these users have gained all of the controls of the website. Also, these privileged **Reputation Collectors** continue to post low-quality answers, thus encouraging low-quality and duplicate questions. Such privileged users are also equipped to sabotage the content of the site. They cannot only delete good quality posts, but also avoid deleting low-quality posts. The cumulative effect of highly privileged, but ill-intentioned users can be devastating to the site. Recently, researchers have started finding ways to automatically detect low-quality contents and content abusers (Cheng, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, and Leskovec, 2015; Kayes, Kourtellis, Quercia, Iamnitchi, and Bonchi, 2015) to help moderators to detect these posts or ban these users. Srba and Bielikova (2016a) did mention the presence of **Reputation Collectors** but they did not mention anything about how to find such users. The current research is extending the analysis of Srba and Bielikova (2016a) by identifying the real **Reputation Collectors**. The current finding is in line with the research of (Huna, Srba, and Bielikova, 2016) where they have stated that reputation usually does not reflect the real value of users’ contributions and some users purposefully abuse reputation system. However, our findings indicate that even with the current systems the **Reputation Collectors** and Caretakers are easily distinguished. This finding can be supplemented with the research of Ahasanuzzaman et al. (2016) and Zhang et al. (2015) with their duplicate finding systems. Their duplicate question finding system can suggest some duplicate questions, which can even be beneficial for the site moderators to identify that these are duplicate questions and being answered by **Reputation Collectors**.

#### 5.1 Theoretical Contributions

The major theoretical contribution of the current research is the development of algorithms for filtering low- and high-quality contents based on the votes received by those contents. The current
research identifies Caretakers and Reputation Collectors. The algorithm is developed with the aim to identify a small set of users who are creating and encouraging low-quality content in the investigated forum. The algorithm achieves this objective as it is able to extract just 1.05% of users among the various topics of Stack Exchange (see Table 7) who are identified as troublemakers. The algorithm also supports the findings of Srba and Bielikova (2016a) that even the number of expert users (Caretakers) is very less. Our results confirm that it is really very small as they form only 0.07% of total users on the investigated ‘Programmer’ topic. Other major contributions of the current research is the visualization of the problem of duplicate questions and their answers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the duplicate questioners and their answerers are represented graphically through Duplicity Graph. The Duplicity Graph helps to visualise the behaviour of the Reputation Collectors. This algorithm can be periodically run on the administrative portal of the site to find the suspected users.

5.2 Implications for practice

The findings of this research indicate that only a very few (1.05%) users are doing a major damage on the Stack Exchange site. The motivation of these users is also analysed and we found that they are only running after the collection of reputation points. One of the major practical implications of this research could be a reformulation of reputation system on Stack Exchange. The present finding supports the suggestions of Huna et al. (2016) where they said that one could adjust the reputation system to depict the contribution of the users more accurately, and thus encouraging the users to post good quality content. Since the duplicate question is always discouraged by the Stack Exchange community members, users reputation points, which have been gained by giving answers to duplicate questions, might be revoked. Taking back the reputation points will make the active users first find similar questions and make a link to them instead of posting answers to gain points. The current research categorises the contents into low-quality and high-quality. It also identifies the users posting low-quality and high-quality contents. Another practical implication of this research could be to ask the Caretakers to educate and motivate the low-quality content providers to improve their posts. The users consistently posting low-quality contents can also be penalised by taking away some of their reputation points if their low-quality content crosses a threshold. One of our Duplicity graphs (see Figure 5) shows that a particular duplicate question is being answered by so many users. This question may be referred to some Caretakers to take a close look into it. The Caretakers are not very active, but they answer tricky questions, which are going to be useful for the community for a long time. Our analysis reveals that Caretakers fetch on average 240 reputation points from every answer they post. They gain their maximum points through user votes as answer acceptance is a one-time activity and fetches only 15 points. To further motivate these types of answers, these users may be awarded some bonus points if the total votes on an answer go beyond a certain limit. Another interesting way to ensure that good quality questions attract more users is by creating a dynamic reputation system, where the reputation points gained due to an answer, depends on the quality of the question that has been answered as an extension to the work of (Huna et al., 2016). The proposed algorithms are implemented through Python programs and verified on Stack Exchange dataset. Another biggest advantage of the algorithm proposed in this article is that it can be incorporated into the site without making any changes to the core working of the site, or making sweeping changes in existing policies.

6. Conclusion

A group of users on Stack Exchange are posting a lot of low-quality questions and answers and voting up the below average answers. They are so to get more number of reputation point and higher privilege of the site. These users are a threat to the CQA site as they are posting too much
of low-quality content, which will make these sites unuseful and unreliable. In this article, we identified these Reputation Collectors by analyzing their posting behaviour. We also extracted the duplicate questions and answers posted against them. We found that a major fraction of the answers to those duplicate questions was given by these so-called Reputation Collectors. The low and high-quality contents are separated by their obtained votes and duration of stay in the site. We found from the analysis of out of 23,791 number of low-quality answers, only a fraction of users posting 3,529 number of answers. Similarly, the number of caretakers are also very less compared to the other users, they are only 0.07\%, and answering 5,913 of good quality answers out of the 142,191 answers.

6.1 Limitations and Future Works

The present study concentrated in the modus operandi of Reputation Collectors and Caretakers only. This idea can be utilised for characterizing other users also. The algorithms can be extended to other similar sites such as Yahoo! Answers, Quora etc. Since the reputation system is slightly different and hence presented algorithms can be slightly modified to accommodate the new reputation system and verified on these similar sites. The work proposed in this paper uses answer acceptance data to find the initially suspected users. We could have got more insight into the user behaviour if the user voting data is made available on these sites. The low-quality content identification can be further enhanced by taking the textual content, user profile, comments to the answers etc. The duplicity graph can be mined using graph mining algorithm (Tang and Liu, 2010) to yield some more insights such as group activity, average network connections of users asking a question and answering them etc. The duplicity graph can be constructed for different types of questions (Dang, Kelly, and Lin, 2007; Harper, Raban, Rafaili, and Konstan, 2008; Nam, Ackerman, and Adamic, 2009; Westbrook, 2015) to find out the relationship between duplicate questions and their answerers. It would also be worthwhile to conduct primary research by utilising established theories and models such as Theory of Reasoned Action (e.g. Ajzen et al., 2015; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), Technology Acceptance Model (e.g. Alryalat et al., 2016; Davis, 1989), Theory of Planned Behaviour (e.g. Ajzen, 1991; Rana et al., 2016), and Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (Dwivedi et al. 2017a, 2017b; Rana et al. 2017; 2016; Venkatesh et al., 2012; 2003) that focuses on understanding user behaviour.
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